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Abstract— SimpleScalar is a simulation tool set that is
often used in computer architecture research. Amongst
others, it provides a mechanism to synthesize new instructions without having to modify the assembler, by annotating existing instructions in the assembly files. This
mechanism, however, is rather error-prone, especially for
a novice in SimpleScalar. For this reason two tools have already been developed. These tools are called SimpleScalar
Instruction Tool (SSIT) and SimpleScalar Architecture
Tool (SSAT). With SSIT, a developer can add functional
units and new instructions to SimpleScalar and it allowes
the programmer to use readable instructions in assembly
to make programming ISA extensions less error prone and
easier to do. SSAT enables the developer to extend the
number of registers in the SimpleScalar simulator and use
them in assembly. This paper presents the SimpleScalar
Macro Tool (SSMT), a tool to enable the developer to
write ISA extensions in C programming language instead
of in assembly. This makes extending the SimpleScalar
simulation toolset with new instructions much easier because the developer now can concentrate on writing optimal code without having to bother about register allocation and instruction ordering of the existing ISA. Besides that, experiments conducted on several kernels have
showed that SSMT does not introduce a significant performance overhead and in some cases even increases the performance of ISA extensions up to 6% compared to hand
written assembly code.
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I. Introduction
Simulation is often used to evaluate newly designed
computer architectures. SimpleScalar [1, 2] is a very
popular processor simulator toolset that enables a developer to effectively implement, simulate and evaluate ISA extensions. To ensure easy development,
a version of the GNU C compiler has been provided
along with the toolset. SimpleScalar has been used
to evaluate many new architectural designs such as
novel branch predictors [3,4], cache organizations [5,6]
, instruction set extensions [7, 8] and fault tolerance
schemes [9, 10].

The SimpleScalar Processor Toolset provides a mechanism to extend the Instruction Set Architecture, however this mechanism is quite error prone and difficult
to use, especially by a novice at SimpleScalar. This
mechanism requires the developer to write annotated
assembly instructions where he needs ISA extensions
to be executed. In addition to this, the developer also
has to do register allocation for these ISA extensions
as well since the provided GNU C compiler does not
recognise the extensions. Therefore, two other tools
have been designed at the Delft University of Technology. These tools are called SimpleScalar Instruction Tool (SSIT) and SimpleScalar Architecture Tool
(SSAT) [11, 12].
SSIT is designed to add functional units and new instructions to SimpleScalar and to allow the user to
use readable assembly code instead of annotated assembly code, this makes writing optimized assembly
much less error prone and easier. SSAT allows the
developer to extend the number of existing registers,
alias existing registers and define new registers that
are not already present in the SimpleScalar processor
and use these in assembly.
Although SSIT and SSAT substantially simplify the
work of a developer, ISA extensions still need to be
written in assembly language where the developer
needs to take everything into account, including register allocation and instruction ordering. To aid the
developer in his efforts, the SimpleScalar Macro Tool
is developed. This tool allows the developer to write
ISA extensions directly in C code and leave the register allocation and instruction ordering to the C compiler.
This paper first discusses SSMT in detail in Section
II, where Section II-A covers the SSIT configuration
file, Section II-B discusses the internals of SSMT and
Section II-C shows a small example. Section III covers
the results of the experiments that were conducted to
test SSMT and evaluate the performance impact of
the macro interface. Finally Section IV provides a
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short summary.
II. SSMT
The SimpleScalar Macro Tool (SSMT) is a tool designed to work within the tool chain of which the SSIT
and SSAT tools are already part of. Unlike SSIT
and SSAT, which process assembly code to change
readable mnemonics into annotated instructions that
are recognized by the assembler, SSMT is used before compiling C-code into assembly. SSMT takes in
the SSIT configuration file and generates a header file
with C macros that can be used throughout any C
code that needs to be optimized using the newly designed ISA extensions described in the configuration
file. This is depicted in Figure 1. This section first
describes the SSIT configuration file followed by the
internals of SSMT and a small example
A. SSIT configuration file
In order to run SSIT and SSMT properly, a configuration file needs to be provided. The contents and the
format of this file has been defined by the developers of
SSIT, but is very suitable to provide SSMT the appropriate information. A SSIT configuration file consists
of a number of sections with one of two types: (1)
FUNCTIONAL UNITS sections in which new functional units can be defined or (2) MACHINE.DEF
sections that allows a developer to define new instructions. Since the FUNCTIONAL UNITS sections are
not used by SSMT they are not discussed further. The
MACHINE.DEF sections are constructed as follows:
#define <INSTRUCTION NAME>_IMPL { \
<Functional implementation of the new instruction in C> \
}
DEFINST(<instruction name>, <operands>,
<name of annotated instruction>,
<FU class>, <iflags>,
<odep1>, <odep2>, <idep1>, <idep2>, <idep3>
)

where
<instruction name> is the name of the new instruction as a string.
<operands> is a string that specifies the instruction
operand fields (the instruction format).
<name of annotated instruction> is the name of
an existing SimpleScalar instruction which will be annotated to pass the new instruction through the SimpleScalar assembler.
<FU class> is the resource class required by this new
instruction.
<iflags> are instruction flags, used by SimpleScalar
for fast decoding.
<odep1>, <odep2> are two output dependency designators. They specify which registers are modified by

the instruction and are used to determine data dependencies.
<idep1>, <idep2>, <idep3> are input dependency
designators. They specify which registers are read by
the instruction.
For more information on SSIT please refer to the SSIT
manual [12].
B. Internals
Figure 1 depicts how SSMT is used in combination
with SSIT and SSAT. The SSIT configuration file is
described in Section II-A and in [12]. This section
will describe how the SSIT configuration file is used
to generate the header file with the macros.
The data that is necessary to construct the macros
is taken from each instruction definition in the
SSIT configuration file. From this file, the following items are taken from each MACHINE.DEF section: <instruction name>, <operands>, <odep1>,
<odep2>, <idep1>, <idep2> and <idep3>. From
the information that is obtained by reading these
fields, the macros are constructed. The general form
of these macros is:
SSMT INSTRUCTION NAME XXXXX(ARGUMENTS)
where
SSMT is a prefix to ensure that each macro generated with SSMT is unlike a user defined macro.
INSTRUCTION NAME is the name of the instruction in
capitals. If an instruction name contains dots (spaces
and underscores are not allowed), and underscore
should take its place.
XXXXX is a sequence of letters indicating the type of
the following arguments. Each X can stand for one of
the following four possibilities:
• Nothing - If the number of arguments is less than
5, some of the letters are omitted and do not appear
in the macro.
• V - If the argument is supposed to be a variable
name, the letter is a ’V’.
• R - If the argument is supposed to indicate a register, the letter is an ’R’. The register name should be
indicated by a string for correct results. More about
this comes later.
• I - For the instructions that need an immediate
operand, there is the letter ’I’ to indicate that the
variable should be an immediate value.
ARGUMENTS is a list of arguments in the same sequence
as they are needed by the instruction to which the
macro refers. The type of these arguments should be
as determined by the letters preceding the arguments.
Compiler errors will occur when the types are not cor-
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Fig. 1
Entire toolchain around SimpleScalar, including SSIT, SSAT and SSMT

rect, although no type checking is done. The need for
differentiation by letters comes from the fact that the
macros are regular C macros. Therefore, each macro
should be unique and given the number of possibilities, this is the most convenient way to ensure that all
the macros are unique.
The distinction between variable names and register
names (strings) originates from the possibility to extend the number of registers or define new registers
with SSAT. Since the compiler does not recognize
these new registers, it is not possible to apply automatic register allocation on those registers. Therefore, a developer needs to do manual register allocation for extended or new registers by the use of register names, but can leave the register allocation to the
compiler when using existing registers by using the
variable names.
Due to minour differences in the implementation of
some instructions, there are two macros that always
have the same configuration:

following macros to access them:
SSMT_NAME_RV(register_name, pointer_to_variable)

and
SSMT_NAME_RVI(register_name, pointer_to_variable,
immediate_address_offset)

Because custom load and store instructions are not
written unless there is a need for them (because of new
types of registers that are defined with SSAT), these
macros take in the name of a register and the address
of a certain variable (which can be loaded into the new
register). For easy memory offset (which is possible
in SimpleScalar), the immediate value is added since
the translation from macro to assembly does not do
this automatically.
The macros that are described above are regular C
macros. This means that they are simply replaced
during the pre-processing of the C file. In this case
each macro is replaced by a piece of extended in-line
assembly containing the name of the instruction and
all the variables.
C. Example

- Comment macro
This is a macro that has ”COMMENT” for the instruction name and takes only a string as an argument. No identification letters are needed.
- Load and Store instructions
Instructions that operate on memory always have the

This section demonstrates an example of the use of
the macros in C-code. The example consists of snippets taken from four different files. The first snippet
is taken from the SSIT configuration file:
#define AVG_IMPL {
\
sword_t result = (GPR(RS)+GPR(RT)) >> 1; \
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SET_GPR(RD, result);

\

}
DEFINST( "avg", "d,s,t", "add",
avg_FU, F_ICOMP,
DGPR(RD), DNA, DGPR(RS), DGPR(RT), DNA
)

This piece of code defines a new instruction that calculates the average of two input arguments and writes
it to the output register. In the instruction definition,
the name of the annotated instruction, ”avg” in this
case, comes first, then the the register layout followed
by the instruction that should be annotated to make
the new instruction available in the simulator. Next
comes the functional unit followed by an instruction
flag. Last come the output and input registers, each
of which one is not used (DNA). For more information
about this see Section II-A or [12].
Given the SSIT configuration file with the instruction definition as stated above, SSMT generates the
following in the header file:
SSMT_AVG_VVV(out0,in0,in1)
SSMT_AVG_VVR(out0,in0,in1)
SSMT_AVG_VRV(out0,in0,in1)
SSMT_AVG_VRR(out0,in0,in1)
SSMT_AVG_RVV(out0,in0,in1)
SSMT_AVG_RVR(out0,in0,in1)
SSMT_AVG_RRV(out0,in0,in1)
SSMT_AVG_RRR(out0,in0,in1)

asm("avg
asm("avg
asm("avg
asm("avg
asm("avg
asm("avg
asm("avg
asm("avg

%0,%1,%2":"=r" (out0):"r" (in0),"r" (in1))
%0,%1," in1 "":"=r" (out0):"r" (in0))
%0," in0 ",%1":"=r" (out0):"r" (in1))
%0," in0 "," in1 "":"=r" (out0):)
" out0 ",%0,%1"::"r" (in0),"r" (in1))
" out0 ",%0," in1 ""::"r" (in0))
" out0 "," in0 ",%0"::"r" (in1))
" out0 "," in0 "," in1 ""::)

Since the new instruction takes in three different arguments and each argument can be either a normal
variable that is placed in a certain register or a variable that is placed in a type of register that is either
new, extended or aliased, the total number of possibilities is eight.
An example of a C source file in which the generated
macro is used is stated below:
#include "ssmt.h"
int main(int argc, char ** argv)
{
short a = 6, b = 4;
SSMT_AVG_VVV(a, a, b);
return 0;
}

Here, the macro ”SSMT AVG VVV” takes in variables ’a’ and ’b’ and stores the result in ’a’. Note that
this code does not present its result to the user, however at the end, variable ’a’ should contain the value
’5’.
The last part of the example is a small piece of the
code that is generated by gcc, with optimization level
2 enabled:

..
li
$5, 0x00000006
li
$2, 0x00000004
#APP
avg
$5,$5,$2
#NO_APP
..

As can be seen in the assembly code, the variables
’a’ and ’b’ are loaded into a register before execution of the new instruction. The piece of code where
the variables are loaded into registers is automatically
generated by GCC.
III. Experimental results
To test the impact of the macro tool on the performance of applications using ISA extensions, eight multimedia kernels that were rewritten in assembly to use
an adapted form of MMX extensions are now rewritten in C code to use the macros SSMT created. The
rewritten C code is then compiled with GCC and ran
through SSIT and SSAT to obtain executable code.
The rewritten C code versions of the kernels are then
compared to their hand written counterpart and the
original C code. First the kernels themselves will be
discussed, followed by the results of the experiments.
A. Kernels
In order to make proper comparison a total of eight
multimedia kernels were changed to use the macros
from the header file that was created with SSMT. All
kernels are optimized for the use of MMX instructions
and thus work on vectors of four or eight bytes at a
time. Three of the kernels have actually two forms
that are basically the same. One of the two is a small
version that works on matrices of eight by eight or
eight by sixteen bytes. The other one is a large version that works on vectors and matrices with much
larger dimensions to more accurately simulate the result of the use of MMX instructions because relative
overhead for example is decreased.
A.1 Add image
This kernel adds two images of the same size and
stores the result in one of the input images. The images are matrices of unsigned bytes thus limiting each
value between 0 and 255. Saturation is done in the
MMX instructions.
The small version of the ’Add image’ kernel adds two
images of 8 x 8 bytes.
The large version of the ’Add image’ kernel adds two
images of 704 x 576 bytes. These images are converted
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from Windows Bitmap files to be read in properly by
the initialization part of the kernel.
A.2 DCT
The DCT kernel computes the Discrete Cosine
Transformation. In this particular case the algorithm
works on a matrix of 704 x 576 bytes and stores the
result in a different one.
A.3 IDCT
To calculate the reverse process of the DCT, this
kernel calculates the Inverse Discrete Cosine Transformation. Once again this kernel operates on a matrix
of bytes that is 704 high and 576 wide. The result is
stored in a different matrix than the original one.
A.4 Matrix Transpose
The transpose of a matrix is calculated with this
kernel. Like the kernel that adds two images this kernel has two versions:
The smaller version transposes an 8 x 8 matrix, the
larger matrix (for the large version) transposes a matrix of 704 x 576.
A.5 Matrix Vector multiplication
Matrix Vector multiplication is something that is
used quite often. This kernel also has a version that
works on a matrix of 8 x 16 bytes and a vector of 16
bytes, this is the small one. The large version works
on a matrix of 704 x 576 bytes and a vector of 576
bytes.
B. Comparison results
This chapter discusses the results of the comparison between hand written code and C-code using
macros. The total comparison is between the original C-code, C-code optimized with GCC optimization
level 2, hand written assembly, C-code using macros
and C-code using macros and optimized with GCC
optimization level 2.
As a measurement, the total number of cycles that
is needed to execute a certain kernel is taken and compared to the other values. The results of the experiment is shown in Figure 2. From this figure it is
clear that the hand written assembly code performs
significantly better than the original C code, however,
optimizing C code with GCC already proves to give a
significant speedup that is in half the cases even faster
than the unoptimized C code that uses the macrointerface. Optimizing the macro using C-code with
GCC gives performance that is fairly comparable to

hand written assembly, in some cases the macro using optimized C-code is even better than the hand
written assembly. To make the relation between the
performance of the hand written assembly and the optimized C code using the macro interface, both values
are normalized to the number of cycles of the hand
written version and shown in Figure 3. This figure
shows that, with the exception of one case, the optimized C code has performance that rivals that of the
hand written code. The differences in performance
can be partially explained by the following:
- FOR loops
FOR loops are statements that are widely used by
programmers. The way a FOR loop is translated into
assembly is in general dependent on the way it is written in C. An initialization or loop condition with a
certain variable for example will give a different result than the same thing with values that are known
at compile time. GCC makes these kind of decisions
based on what is known at compile time, without regards to the context of the loop (something that the
compiler can not recognize because it lacks the intelligence to do so). A human programmer however, can
take the context into account and therefore write either a more efficient FOR loop or (unconsciously) a
less efficient one.
- registers
When it comes to registers, the compiler is mostly
better than human programmers. Where GCC has
no problem at all taking all available registers into account, a human programmer has far more difficulties
in doing so. For that reason a human programmer will
most likely give up his efforts before they begin and
take a decrease in performance for granted to be able
to write code that is more understandable (and thus
easier to write), where GCC writes code that is less
readable but more efficient when it comes to registers.
IV. Conclusion
This paper has presented the SimpleScalar Macro
Tool. A tool that allows a developer to use new instructions that are written for the SimpleScalar simulator in a high level programming language by means
of a macro interface. The macro interface simplifies
the use of ISA extensions when programming applications that use them. Although the programmer is
not completely relieved from programming new applications in assembly language, SSMT does make the
job easier by removing the burden of register allocation and all other non-ISA extension related programming from the programmers mind. Besides that,
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Fig. 2
Number of execution cycles that is needed to perform a kernel, normalized to the execution time
of the unoptimized original C code

Fig. 3
Number of execution cycles that is needed to execute a kernel, normalized to the number of
cycles needed by the hand written assembly

SSMT usually does not introduce a significant performance decrease that is often associated with the use
of a macro(-like) interface. In some cases the macro
using C code even outperforms the hand-written code.
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